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The robust AXIS Q1931-E is specifically designed for use in harsh environments and tough 

climates. In addition to a very competitive price, the AXIS Q1931-E offers high contrast 384x288 

resolution thermal images. It is the first thermal camera offering Axis’ Corridor Format, which 

is especially useful for effective perimeter protection of for example industrial facilities or 

railroad tracks.  

Axis Communications, the world leader in network video, today 

presents a strong addition to its line of fixed thermal cameras for 

outdoor perimeter and area protection. The new AXIS Q1931-E 

Thermal Network Camera is an affordable and solid bullet-style 

camera especially designed for outdoor surveillance in complete 

darkness and challenging conditions. The out-of-the-box outdoor-

ready camera is ideal for monitoring of facilities where early detection 

of an intrusion attempt is critical. In addition, Axis’ unique Corridor 

Format allows the camera to deliver a vertical field of view, perfect 

for situations such as the monitoring of long fences and other 

perimeters. See film. 

“After the successful introduction of our first thermal network 

cameras, we are now launching the new AXIS Q1931-E. This new 

camera model defines a new standard for thermal cameras both in 

terms of reliable detection and affordability.  Traditionally thermal 

cameras have only been an option for high-budget security 

installations” says Erik Frännlid, Axis’ Director of Product 

Management. “With AXIS Q1931-E affordable thermal technology 

will be available to complete any security installation.” 

The four available lens alternatives, the 384x288 resolution and the advanced image processor further 

improve effective area and perimeter surveillance. The four lens alternatives sustain maximum 

flexibility in detection range and field of view, ranging from 220 m / 240 yd. (50°) and up to1800 m 

/1970 yd. (6°) depending on lens option. In addition, the cameras support key IP-Surveillance features 

such as H.264 and Motion JPEG, two-way audio, local storage and Power over Ethernet.  

Intelligent video is a key component of any thermal camera, and AXIS Q1931-E provides tampering 

alarm, motion detection, and support for AXIS Camera Application Platform.  

The camera is a strong new addition to the AXIS Q-line thermal network camera series. AXIS Q1931-

E is planned to be available in Q3 2013 through Axis distribution channels. 

Further features of the Q1931-E include: 

 The camera is compact, lightweight yet tough and is both IP66/NEMA4X and IK 10 rated, 

making it resistant to water, dust and vandalism. 

 It can operate in all weather conditions and its Arctic Temperature Control capability allows 

reliable start-up in any temperature from -40 °C to 50 °C (-40 °F to 122°F). 

The robust AXIS Q1931-E is 

specifically designed for use 

in harsh environments and 

tough climates.  

http://www.axis.com/r/video-q1931e
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 The camera includes two-way audio which is useful when a deterring effect is required. 

 It includes edge storage and 24 VDC/AC input.  

 The camera is quick to install thanks to its one-cable installation and support for Power over 

Ethernet. The simple and straightforward mechanical, electrical and optical installation 

ensures the camera delivers the right image quality for any situation at hand. 

 The camera can easily be integrated with existing security systems and with other products.  

The camera is supported by the industry’s largest base of video management software through the 

Axis Application Development Partner Program, and AXIS Camera Station. The camera also includes 

support for AXIS Camera Application Platform, AXIS Video Hosting System and ONVIF for easy 

camera system integration and for application developers to provide the camera with intelligent 

capabilities.  

For photos and other resources, please visit: 

www.axis.com/corporate/press/press_material.htm?key=q1931e 

www.axis.com/r/video-q1931e  

For further information about Axis Communications, please contact: 
Lena Hedén, PR Marketing Manager, Axis Communications  

Phone: + 46 46 272 1800, E-mail: pressoffice@axis.com 
 

About Axis Communications 
As the market leader in network video, Axis is leading the way to a smarter, safer, more secure world — driving 

the shift from analog to digital video surveillance. Offering network video solutions for professional 

installations, Axis’ products and solutions are based on an innovative, open technology platform. Axis has more 

than 1,400 dedicated employees in 40 locations around the world and cooperates with partners covering 179 

countries. Founded in 1984, Axis is a Sweden-based IT company listed on NASDAQ OMX Stockholm under the 

ticker AXIS. For more information about Axis, please visit our website www.axis.com  
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